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Establishing and maintaining direct liaison and coordination with DEA agents, Tactical
Analysis Team (TAT) personnel, embassy personnel, intelligence agencies, and law 
enforcement organizations in support of counterdrug operations.

EXPERIENCE

Intelligence Operations Specialist
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 1998 – 1998

 Re-purposed existing equipment to gain classified access in main 
briefing room, saving over $2,000 in labor and equipment cost while 
providing real time, relevant training to over 60 deploying aircrew 
members.

 Assisted in hiring, writing and reviewing performance &amp; resolved 
professional issues for up to 16 individuals.

 Represented Intelligence on Crisis Action Team to meet urgent 
shortfalls during operations and exercises.

 Recognized as Subject Matter Expert for Intelligence in all Wing 
functions.

 Officer in Charge of four Intelligence personnel and the first ANG unit 
to work with the Civil Air Patrol, Surrogate Predator platform in 
support of a real time natural disaster.

 Surrogate Predator crew and all five Intelligence analysts received 
Federal awards for a quick response to proper authorities which 
resulted in a lifesaving rescue caught during a normal reconnaissance
mission.

 Versatility enabled utilization of skills in multiple Intelligence support 
roles and critical tasks.

Intelligence Operations Specialist 
Delta Corporation - 1995 – 1998

 Conducted Counterintelligence Investigations and led team of Crypto 
Facility Inspectors conducting inspections/investigations for more 
than 2/3 of .

 Wrote Department of the Army Doctrine on Accounting Procedures for
Crypto Facilities, which is presently still in use.

 Provide full spectrum security for classified client(s).
 th Tactical Fighter Squadron, Suwon Air Base, Republic of Korea.
 Served as Intelligence Superintendent of 723 Air Mobility Squadron at

Ramstein, Air Base, Germany Served in Operations Enduring Freedom
and Iraqi .

 Served as Intelligence Analyst for various disciplines; counter-
intelligence, counter-terrorism, technology protection, information 
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operations, etc.
 Determined capabilities, vulnerabilities &amp; threats from foreign 

military/ security forces Assessed developments, trends and threat 
implications .

EDUCATION

 GED

SKILLS

Operational SKills, MS Office.
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